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The Truly Terribly Horrible Sweater...That 
Grandma Knit  by Debbie Macomber 
“Cameron hates the sweater that his grandmother knit 
for his birthday, until she visits and tells him the 
special meaning behind its design. Includes instructions 
for knitting a similar sweater. “ — From Follett 

Red Hat  by Lita Judge 
“In this almost wordless springtime picture book, an 
adorable crew of baby animals borrows a familiar-
looking red hat (last seen on the head of Red Sled's 
unsuspecting protagonist) and embarks on a joy-filled 
escapade--until all that is left is a long piece of red 
string!”  —  From Publisher 

Extra Yarn  by Mac Barnett 
“A young girl and her box of magical yarn transform a 
community in this stunning picture book. With spare, 
gently humorous illustrations and a palette that moves 
from black-and-white to a range of color, this modern 
fairy tale has the feel of a new classic.”   
—  From Publisher 
 

Just How Long Can a Long String Be? 
by Keith Baker 
“Be it tied to a balloon, or kite, or hanging a picture, or 
stringing a banjo or a mop, a bird explains to an ant how 
long a string needs to be.”  — From Follett 
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Noodle’s Knitting  by Sheryl Webster 
“Noodle loves the snuggly softness of soft balls of 
pretty wool. She even knows all the special words 
knitting requires: Knit one, purl one, knit two together! 
So when Noodle finds a ball of wool, she knits and 
knits and knits ... until Noodle knits herself into a 
whole lot of trouble!”  —  From Publisher  
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Get Into Knitting   
by Janice Dyer (Series: Get-Into-It Guides) 
“Knitting projects are more than just scarves and hats! 
Creative readers will "get into" knitting with this title, 
which offers a clear and easy-to-follow look at knitting 
techniques. A comprehensive guide to knitting basics and 
trouble-shooting will help readers let their creativity shine 
in some extreme knitting projects!”  —  From Publisher  

Knitting 
by Rita Storey (Series: I Love Crafts) 
“Learning to knit can seem daunting at first. But 
practice on simple projects can make it second nature 
quickly. This book offers beginner knitters 12 simple 
knitted crafts including a finger-knit brooch, a scarf, 
mittens, and a family of owls.”  —  From Publisher  

 

 


